
Use this Free Program to Secure Your
Personal Files from Prying Eyes

Many of us have files on our
computers that we wouldn’t want
others to open: financial details,
passwords, website login details, or
even just plans for a surprise party.
The solution is to ‘encrypt’ those
files so that no-one but you is able
to open them.

In this article, I’ll introduce you to an easy-to-use free
program named AxCrypt which provides powerful protection
for your sensitive files while still making them simple to
open and edit whenever you need them.
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This article shows you how to:

� Install and use the free AxCrypt program

� Encrypt private files to prevent anyone opening them

� Easily open and edit encrypted files when you need to
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How Does Encryption Work?
The ancient Greeks invented the science of encryption,
although they did it in a very simple way. They began by
creating a ‘cipher table’ – essentially a list of the letters of the
alphabet, with each letter assigned a number. (Today, a simple
example would be A=1, B=2, and so on up to Z=26.) They’d
then use this table to encipher a message, and as long as the
recipient also had a copy of the table, he’d be able to decipher
that stream of numbers to read the text of the message.

Modern encryption works in much the same way, except that
the benefit of computers means we can replace that simple
cipher table with something far more complex. Nevertheless,
the end result is the same: in an encrypted computer file, every
morsel of data is replaced by something completely unrelated.

When we encrypt a file, we have to choose and type a
‘passphrase’. This is similar to a password but, as the term
implies, it shouldn’t be as short as a single word since that
would make it too easy to guess. The passphrase we use
determines how the file is encrypted: if we’d chosen a different
passphrase (even differing by only one character) the file
would be encrypted in a completely different – but equally
unreadable – way.

Incidentally, ‘unreadable’ here means exactly what it says!
It’s reckoned that even the weaker types of encryption used 

Encryption has
been in use for
centuries…

…but computers
have made it
much more
effective

Files are
encrypted with 
a secret
‘passphrase’

Modern
encryption is
unbreakable

Absolutely any type of computer file can be encrypted;
you’re not limited to files containing just text. Regardless
of how it appears on the screen when you open it, every
computer file consists of just a stream of numbers, and
the encryption process doesn’t know or care whether the
numbers in a particular file are supposed to represent
text, a picture, a spreadsheet or a video – it approaches
every file in the same way.
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today would take many years and a lot of computing power
to crack; for stronger encryption methods (such as the one
used by AxCrypt, the program we’ll meet in a moment),
cracking them is thought to be impossible.

Why would I need to encrypt files?
You may feel that you have no need to encrypt any of your
files, and you may well be right. There are really two
questions to consider: could your files be accessed by
someone who shouldn’t see them, and are any of those files
sensitive enough to need encrypting?

On the first question, there are four ways someone could
get their hands on your files:

•   Fairly obviously, someone could sit at your computer
and open your files. To guard against this, your
Windows account should be protected by a password so
that no-one can sign in as you. Yes, they may be able to
sign in as someone else (you may have set up user
accounts for other members of your household), but
Windows will prevent those other users from accessing
files in your personal folders – your Documents,
Pictures, Music, Videos and Downloads folders (along
with a few others).

E 652/3
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Another user
could access
your files

Of course, if someone knows (or can guess) the pass-
phrase you chose to encrypt your files, and they can get
their hands on them, it takes mere seconds and barely
any computing power at all to decrypt them! When you
use encryption, it’s vital to choose a passphrase that can’t
possibly be guessed, and to keep it secret. (It should go
without saying, but it’s also vital that you don’t forget
that passphrase yourself: if you do, the fact that this
encryption method is unbreakable means that no-one can
help you open your encrypted files!) 

!
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containing
private details

The free edition
of AxCrypt
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•   Someone could steal your computer. If that happened,
the password for your Windows account wouldn’t be any
barrier at all: the thief could simply install your hard
drive in another PC and have access to your files within
a few minutes.

•   If you put sensitive files on a separate device, such as a
flash drive or memory card, that device could be lost or
stolen.

•   Malicious software could be installed on your PC and
transmit back to its maker any files that looked interesting
or valuable.

With regard to the question of what would need encrypting,
the answer really depends on which files you regard as
private. Obvious candidates are files in which you keep details
of bank accounts and online banking, passwords, credit card
details, and so on; you might also have personal or business
letters, financial spreadsheets, medical information and
similar documents that you’d prefer to keep private.

Needless to say, there’s no point in encrypting all your
personal files. Encryption slows down your access to files
when you need to open them (albeit by only a few seconds),
so you should only use it for files that really do need
protecting.

Install AxCrypt for Quick and Easy
Encryption
One of the best programs available to encrypt your files is
AxCrypt. It’s completely free, and although there is a
‘Premium’ edition available for an annual subscription fee,
you’re unlikely to need its extra features (which I’ll run
through briefly at the end of this article). Happily, too, the
free edition won’t nag you to upgrade.
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I’ll begin by explaining how to install and set up AxCrypt,
but if you’d prefer to learn more about it first, feel free to
skip ahead to page 9 and then come back here if you decide
you’d like to use it.

To install AxCrypt, follow these steps:

1.  Start your favourite web browser and make your way
to the website axcrypt.net.

2.  When you arrive, click the DOWNLOAD link at the
top of the page. On the next page, scroll to the
‘Installer downloads’ section and click the link
shown beside Windows 32- and 64-bit.

3.  When the file has downloaded, locate it among your
downloads (pressing + will display your
Downloads list) and run it.

4.  In the first step of AxCrypt’s setup program, tick the
box to agree to the license and click Install, then
confirm the warning message from User Account
Control by clicking Yes. Within a few seconds you’ll
arrive at the final step that says ‘Installation
Successfully Completed’ with a choice of two
buttons: click the Launch button.

Ctrl J

:

Install AxCrypt
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Enter your email
address

Check your email
for a message

Choose a 
strong password

That’s got AxCrypt installed, but it needs two more things
from you, which we’re just about to embark on. First it
needs your email address; second it requires you to choose
a passphrase (as I explained earlier) which will be used to
encrypt your files. 

1.  Clicking Launch as we just did has opened AxCrypt’s
main window. As this is the first time you’ve used it,
it automatically prompts for the information it needs,
starting with your email address. This must be a real
email address as you’ll receive an email message in
a moment. Type your email address into the box,
check it’s correct and click OK. 

2.  Now turn to your email program and look for a
message from ‘AxCrypt’ which should arrive almost
immediately. This contains a six-figure verification
code, and you’ll see that AxCrypt is prompting for
this in its next dialog (pictured opposite). Type the
code into the topmost box.

3.  Next, think of a passphrase. (AxCrypt refers to it as
a ‘password’, but to be sufficiently strong it needs to
be longer than just a few characters – you really are
looking for a phrase.) Think of a saying, or a line
from a song or a book, but be sure it’s something
you’ll be able to remember. Type it into the Set Your
Password box and a meter below will show you how
strong AxCrypt regards it.  (It helps to tick the Show 

:
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Deal with these
prompts and
messages

5.  Now you’ll see a little flurry of messages and prompts
to work through:

    •   First there’s a ‘Welcome to AxCrypt’ message
explaining the basics (which, of course, I’m about
to do). Click Cancel to close this without being
taken back to the AxCrypt website.

    •   Next there’s a warning not to forget the password
you chose. Tick the box beside I will not forget
my password! and click OK.

4.  Password box so that you can see the actual char-
acters you’re typing, as long as no-one is able to look
over your shoulder.)

4.  When you’ve settled on a passphrase that’s
sufficiently strong, type it into the Verify Password
box too, then click OK.
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    •   You’ll then be prompted to sign in to AxCrypt
by typing your password again and clicking OK.

    •   Next, you’ll see the offer of starting a free trial
of the Premium edition of AxCrypt. If you think
you might appreciate the extra features of
Premium, which you can read about on page 13,
feel free to click Start trial. Otherwise, tick the
box beside Don’t show this again (to avoid
seeing any similar prompts in future) and click
the Not now button.

    •   Lastly, you’ll see a message saying that Internet
access isn’t required to use AxCrypt: click OK.

6.  That takes you to the main AxCrypt window, which
you can now close by clicking the x in its top-right
corner.
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A trial of the
Premium
edition?

Finished!

We’ve only just installed it, so why are we closing it
already? Well, although it has a window, which you can
reopen at any time by finding the AxCrypt item on your
Start menu or Start screen, you never need to use it.

Instead, everything you need to do can be handled
easily from within File Explorer by double-clicking or
right-clicking files, as I’m about to explain.
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AxCrypt in Action: Encrypting, Using and
Decrypting Files
With AxCrypt freshly installed, let’s see how to use it.
Rather than experimenting with one of your real files, you
might like to create a dummy document for the purpose. In
a folder (or on the desktop), right-click a blank space and
choose New > Text Document, name the new file Secret
Document (or whatever you like), press to confirm
the name and           again to open it in Notepad. Type a
few words (again, whatever you like), press + to
save it, then close Notepad.

We’ll use this dummy document to run through the various
things you might want to do, and you’ll do everything in
exactly the same way with ‘real’ private documents you
want to encrypt.

Encrypt a file
To encrypt a document, right-click it, move the mouse down
to the AxCrypt item and choose Encrypt.

Enter

Ctrl S

The very first time you do this, you’ll see a message
saying ‘We’re doing this without asking for your pass-
word again!’. You don’t want to see this message every
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Experiment 
with a dummy
document

Quickly encrypt
any file

!

Enter
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and save
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time you do something, so tick the box beside Don’t
show this again before clicking OK.

Within a couple of seconds, your original file disappears to
be replaced by its encrypted version. It has a different icon
(the green AxCrypt icon which will be applied to all your
encrypted files). It has the same name as the
original file, but AxCrypt has appended a
hyphen and the file’s original extension. So, if
you followed my suggestion to create a dummy
text file named ‘Secret Document’, that file is
now named Secret Document-txt.

Although I’m suggesting trying this out with a plain text
file, remember that you can encrypt absolutely any type of
file – documents, pictures, videos, spreadsheets, music, you
name it.

Open and edit an encrypted file
The wonderful thing about the way AxCrypt works is that
you don’t have to do anything at all differently to work with
your encrypted files. To open one, just double-click it (or
right-click it and choose Open, or click it once and press

– whatever method you usually prefer). It will take
a little longer to open than it did before it was encrypted,
but besides that everything happens normally.

If you want to edit the file while it’s open, do that in the
normal way too. (Try adding a few words to your dummy
Notepad document and pressing + to save it.)
When you close the program you’re using – Notepad, if
you’re following my example – AxCrypt handles everything
seamlessly to update your encrypted document with the
newly-edited version. (Having closed Notepad, try double-
clicking your dummy document again to confirm that your
changes really are there.)

Enter

Ctrl S
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this without 
re-entering your
password
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Decrypt a file
You should rarely need to decrypt a file, since that’s not
necessary for opening and editing them. However, if you
ever decide that a particular file no longer needs
to be encrypted, you can do so. Just right-click
it, move the mouse to the AxCrypt item and
you’ll see a Decrypt item on the submenu: click
that and within a couple of seconds your file is
decrypted, regaining its previous icon and
original name.

A quick word about filenames
I mentioned earlier that AxCrypt appends a hyphen and the
file’s original extension to files it encrypts. If you choose to,
you can rename it to remove those additions. Indeed, you
can rename the file in any way you like, giving it a
completely different name – you’ll still be able to open it
and edit it as usual.

However, if you ever do decide to decrypt it, you’ll find that
the file regains its original name. For instance, if you rename
that ‘Secret Document’ to ‘Boring Document’ and then
decrypt it, its name returns to ‘Secret Document’. This is
because AxCrypt has secretly stored the file’s original name
inside the encrypted copy, and it uses that name when
decrypting.

Signing In and Out of AxCrypt
At this stage, you’ve only just installed AxCrypt, although
you’ve probably followed the steps above to see how it
works. You’ve noticed too that AxCrypt has allowed you to
encrypt, open and decrypt files without prompting for your
password (indeed, it even displayed a message proudly
pointing that out, as I noted on pages 9–10).
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Next time, you’ll
be prompted for
your password

Other ways to
choose a power
option

This means that if you leave your PC for a while and
someone else sat down at it, they could do the same just as
easily. For this reason, it’s important to sign out of AxCrypt
when you leave your PC.

You can do this in several ways. If you shut down your PC,
or sign out of your Windows account, you’re automatically
signed out of AxCrypt. Otherwise, you can right-click any
file or folder, move to AxCrypt and choose Sign Out.

Next time you try to open (or encrypt or decrypt) a file,
you’ll be prompted to enter your password – and, of course,
so would anyone else trying to do the same – to sign in
again. Before starting to type, consider whether the Show
Password option should be ticked or not: could anyone be
looking over your shoulder? 
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Use with
caution!

Completely 
erase a file

Try (or buy) the
Premium edition

Extra Feature: Securely Delete an
Unwanted File
There’s one extra feature of AxCrypt worth pointing out –
but use it carefully! It can delete files for you in a secure
way that completely erases them from the disk. That makes
them impossible to recover, even with specialised tools
(hence my caution to use this carefully).

You can use it for any file, not just encrypted files. Simply
select one or more files to be erased, right-click one of them
and choose AxCrypt > Secure Delete. 

A prompt will appear to ask if you’re sure you want to do
this. (If you selected several files, and you don’t want to see
the same prompt for each, tick the box beside Do this for
all remaining files?) Assuming you really do want to erase
the file(s), click Yes. Just remember there’s no way to get a
file back if you ‘securely delete’ it by accident!

AxCrypt Premium: What You Get for
Your Money
If all you want to do with AxCrypt is what I’ve outlined
above, I’m sure you’ll be happy with the free version. But,
by crossing palms with silver, you can switch to the
Premium edition and gain more features. It costs around £33
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year, and it pays to start by trying the ‘Premium trial’ free
for 30 days: in the main AxCrypt window (which you can
open by right-clicking any file and choosing AxCrypt >
Advanced), click Get Premium! on the toolbar. To sign up
for a subscription during or after the trial, choose Help >
Get Premium. (If you don’t subscribe, the trial reverts to the
free edition again after 30 days, so there’s nothing to lose.)

You can find out more about the Premium edition by
returning to the AxCrypt website and using the PRICING and
INFORMATION menus, but here’s a quick summary of the
main features:

•   Secured Folders: you can create encrypted folders in
which all files are automatically encrypted: just move or
save a file to one of these folders to encrypt it. AxCrypt
creates Secured Folders named ‘My AxCrypt’ for you in
your Documents and OneDrive folders.

•   Key Sharing: you can share an encrypted file with
another AxCrypt user securely (i.e. without having to find
a way to transmit your password to them).

•   Stronger encryption: if the level of security is a priority,
the Premium edition uses the much-stronger AES-256
rather than the free edition’s AES-128. It can also re-
encrypt any of your existing files.

•   Mobile apps: there are AxCrypt apps available for
Android and Apple iOS phones, letting you access your
encrypted files on the move (provided you keep copies
of them in an accessible cloud-storage service, such as
OneDrive).

•   Inactivity Sign Out: you can set AxCrypt to sign you out
automatically after 5, 15, 30 or 60 minutes if you haven’t
used it, saving you the need to sign out manually
between uses.

Main Premium
features
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